SECURITY

The security and stability of Innovative Driven’s information systems are our top priority. We are one of the only information lifecycle companies to win ISO-9001 and ISO/IEC 27001 (ISMS), 27017 (Cloud), and 27701 (Privacy) certifications. We are StateRAMP authorized as of summer 2022 and we’ve been FedRAMP-authorized since July 2018 after successful completion of 3PAO annual re-authorization audits.

Safeguarding the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of our client’s data is our highest priority. ID maintains a robust ISO 27001 certified information security program supporting client data processing review hosting systems and infrastructure with a secure, trusted, scalable, and sustainable computing environment. ID employs a world-class round-the-clock world-class security team that stays a step ahead of all possible threats and attacks to your data.

Specifically designed to ensure high availability and data preservation, ID’s data processing and hosting infrastructure resides in a SOC 2 TYPE II/SOC 3, FISMA High certified data center. The facility is a hardened building with no public access, multi-factor identification and multi-level security zones, and digital pan-tilt-zoom cameras that monitor all data center secure areas, parking lots, and entrances. In addition to 24/7/365 on-site security personnel, the data center has mantraps and secure doors to prevent tailgating and data floor access. The readily scalable infrastructure and extensive security features were designed with client data security in mind.

www.innovativedriven.com